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The effect of residual stress on vacancy transportation in Cu interconnection due to electromigration was investigated. An
equation of vacancy transportation caused by electromigration coupled with residual stress was proposed. The distribution of
vacancy concentration was derived using the computer aided simulation. The hydrostatic stress was calculated by an elasticplas-
tic finite elemental method. Behavior of vacancy transportation was found to be dominated by the competitive relationship be-
tween residual stress and electrical stress in interconnection.
When the residual stress dominantes, vacancy concentrates around the maximum hydrostatic stress region, such as elastic
plastic boundary. On the other hand, when electrical stress is dominant, vacancy do not concentrate around the maximum
hydrostatic stress region, but moves from the cathode end to the anode end. These results are in good agreement with the insitu
experimental results conducted in our previous paper.
Based on the result mentioned above, various failure modes in LSI interconnection cased by electromigration are predictable
by using the proposed equation.
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Fig. 1 Two dimensional physical model of interconnection
with an initial circular void.




































原子イオンの流束は，式( 2 )を用いて式( 3 )で表される．





















































Cvac ;2 sp ( 8 )
ここで，電場および静電ポテンシャルの関係式は式( 9 ),
(10)である．










r) sin u (11)
式(11)を式( 8 )に代入して，式(12)が導かれる．
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Fig. 2 Static stress distribution around notch.
Fig. 3 Stress distribution around notch(normal direction).













































































































Fig. 4 Calculation of static stress from FEM mesh.
Fig. 5 Interpolation of hydrostatic stress used for the calcula-
tion of the finite differential method from that calculated by
FEM.

































































解析結果を Fig. 6Fig. 9示す．ここで示している空孔濃度















1 0 7×106 6a 800
2 400 7×106 6a 800
3 400 2×106 6a 800
4 400 0 6a 800
5 400 2×106 6a 800
6 400 2×106 7.25a 800
7 400 2×106 8.5a 800
8 400 2×106 6a 800
9 400 2×106 6a 1000
10 400 2×106 6a 1200
Fig. 6 Vacancy distribution around an intial circular void.
stress; 0 MPa, current density; 7.0×106 A/cm2.
Fig. 7 Vacancy distribution around an intial circular void.
stress; 400 MPa, current density; 7.0×106 A/cm2.



































Fig. 8 Vacancy distribution around an intial circular void.
stress; 400 MPa, current density; 2.0×106 A/cm2.
Fig. 9 Vacancy distribution around an intial circular void.
stress; 400 MPa, current density; 0 A/cm2.
Fig. 10 Electric potential distribution around an initial circu-
lar void.
Fig. 11 Hydrostatic stress distribution around an initial circu-
lar void.
























線幅 20 mm，膜厚 500 nmの Al1.0 massSi0.5 massCu
993
Fig. 12 Voids and hillocks formation after electromigration
test around the pre existing triangle notch (a) withot and (b)
with passivation film.
Fig. 13 Critical time for failure with different film thickness.
Fig. 14 Concentration of vacancy distribution at 105[deg.]
and t＋＝24000.











































して引張公称応力 400 MPa，電流密度は 2.0×106 A/cm2と
して，降伏応力 sys＝800 MPa，1000 MPa，1200 MPaと変
化させた．いずれの降伏応力条件においても，空孔濃度分布
の時間依存性を含む，空孔凝集挙動に定性的な変化は生じ
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